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HrGH COURT FORM NO. (J)2

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT

DISTRICT:- TINSUKIA

IN THE ORIGINAL COURT OF THE CIVIL JUDGE, TINSUKIA

Present :- A. Khanal, A.J.S.

Monday, the l1h day of March, 2019

Monev Suit No. t3 of 2OL4

M/s. Gopiram Chetram,

being represented by its Proprietor,

Sri Sanwarmal Agarwal,

Son of Late Chetram Agarwal,

Siding Bazar, Tinsukia Town,

P.O., P.S. & District-Tinsukia (Assam).

...Plaintiff.

-VERSUS-

Sri Ishwar Prasad Jallan,

Son of Late Mahabir Prasad Jalan,

Resident of A.T, Road, Hijuguri,

P.O., P.S. & District-Tinsukia (Assam)

rinar hearin, "" ,;:;;}li'l;. o1.03.201e

Ld. Advocate for the plaintiff,

Ld. Advocate for the defendant.

consideration to this day, the Court delivered

This suit coming for

presence of :-

Mr. B. Agarwal

Mr. R.N. Lodh

And having stood for

following Judgment :-
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Money Suit No.13 of 2014

JUDGMENT
1. This is a suit for recovery of money with interest, etc, and the suit is
valued at Rs.4,85,408/- and ad-valorem court fee of Rs. 5,7g4.60 has been paid

thereon.

2. That the plaintiff is a proprietorship firm being represented by its
Proprietor Sri Sanwarmal Agarwal having its business establishment at Siding
Bazar, within the jurisdiction of this Court. That the defendant is a businessman

by profession, having his residence, within the jurisdiction of this court.

3. That, the Plaintiff and the Defendant were having good relation since last
several years and considering the said relationship, the Defendant in the month
of June, 2011 being in need of financial assistance approached the plaintiff and
requested him to provide flnancial help of Rs.2,40,000/- with assurance to return
the aforesaid amount with @24% compound interest per annum on monthly rest,
as per banking norms.

4. That, the Plaintiff believing the defendant and on good faith transferred
on 13.06.2011 the said amount of Rs.2,40,000/- in the Bank Account
No'10641570000602 of the defendant maintained with the HDFC Bank Limited,
Tinsukia Branch through RTGS from the bank account of the plaintiff maintained
with the SBI, Tinsukia Branch.

5. That thereafter inspite of repeated request and demand of the plaintiff,

the Defendant failed to pay the said amount and has also not paid the interest
amount and thus, as promised aforesaid now an amount of Rs.4,g5,40g.00/- is

lying outstanding to be paid by the Defendant to the plaintiff.

6. That apart from giving false and vague assurances, the defendants failed
and intentionally neglected to pay the said amount of Rs.4,g5,408.00/- and
thereby causing financial loss and difflculties to the business of the plaintiff and
thus, the defendant has willfully neglected to make payment of the said amount
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Monev Suit N9.13 of 2014

to the plaintiff and has cheated the Plaintiff by giving false assurance and

promises.

7. Hence, the instant suit with the prayer for recovery of principal amount of

Rs.2,40,000/- and with compound interest @ 24olo p.a. on monthly rest and

calculated on and from 13.06.2011 to 31'05.2014 amounting to Rs'2,45,408/-,

thus totaling to a sum of Rs.4,85,408/-, with cost of the suit and future

compound interest @ 24o/o p.a, on monthly rest to be calculated from 01'06'2014

till its realization along with other relief(s) to which he is found to be entitled

under the law, equitY and justice.

Seruice of Process:-
g. That after admitting the plaint, summons were issued to the defendant

and on receipt of such summons, he appeared and filed his written statement'

9. That the defendant in his written statement took some general pleas like,

the suit not being maintainable, being bad for non-disclosure of material facts'

there being no cause of action, etc'

10. That it is admitted that the plaintiff firm is having its business

establishment at siding Bazar and it is also admitted that the defendant is a

businessman. That the defendant is proprietor of M/s India Motor stores &

Agency, Hijuguri, Tinsukia dealing in Automobile spares, Hard wares, Tyres and

Batteries, etc.

11. That it is specifically denied that the defendant in the month of June'

2011 being in need of financial assistance approached the plaintiff and requested

him to provide financial help of Rs.2,40,000/- for few month and the defendant

assured to refund the aforesaid amount of Rs.2,40,000/- and the defendant also

undertook to make payment of compound interest @24o/o per annum on monthly

rest as per Banking norms. That the defendant never approached the plaintiff for

any financial assistance nor requested the plaintiff to provide him any financial

helporloanandassuchquestionofgivingassurancetoreturnthesumof

Rs.2,40,000/- or any other amount with interest does not arise at all' That it is
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also denied that the plaintiff believing the defendant and on good faith

transferred Rs.2,40,000/- as financial help/loan on 13.06.2011 in the bank

account of the defendant'

tZ. That the defendant inter-alia further submits that from 08'04.2011 to

30.04.2011, the plaintiff firm purchased different items from the Proprietorship

firm of the defendant, namely M/s India Motor Stores & Agency, Hijuguri,

Tinsukia total valued Rs.2,65,040/- on credit. That after repeated request and

demand by the defendant, out of said amount the plaintiff paid only an amount

of Rs.2,40,000/- to the defendant on 13.06,2011 by way of transfer in the bank

account No.10641570000602, maintained with the HDFC Bank Ltd, Tinsukia

Branch, through RTGS from plaintiffs bank account maintained with the SBI,

Tinsukia Branch and paid the balance amount of Rs.25,040/- on 20.08.2011 by

way of cash as full and flnal discharge of his liability.

13. That the defendant never took any loan or financial help from the plaintiff

and as such, no amount was lying outstanding to be paid by the defendant to the

plaintiff. That the defendant was not liable to pay any amount to the plaintiff and

as Such, the question giving any false and vague assurances, intentionally

neglecting to make payment of the alleged amount and cheating the plaintiff

does not arise at all,

L4. Hence, prayed for dismissal of the suit with cost and compensatory cost

under Section 35(A) of the C.P.C.

Issues framed in the suit :-

15. Upon consideration of the contents of pleadings and on hearing both the

pafties, the following issues were framed in the suit:-

(I) Whether this suit is maintainable in its present form?

(II) Whether the defendant approached the plaintiff in June,

2011 for financiat assistance of Rs.2r4Or0OO/- and agreed tO pay

compound interest @ 24o/o per annum on monthly rest?

(III) Whether the plaintiff transferred the said loan amount of

RS.2,4O,OO0/- to the defendant's bank account on 13'06'2011?

(IV) Whether the plaintiff purchased different items from the
(Contd...)
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firm M/s. Indian Motor Stores & Agency of the defendant from

08.04.2011 to 30.04'2011 of Rs.2r65,000/- on credit?

(v) whether the plaintiff is entitled to recovela of Rs.4r85,4O8l'

along with fufther interest? and

(vI) whether the plaintiff is entitled to the relief/relieves as

claimed for?

Evidence adduced bY the Pafties:-

16. The plaintiff firm's proprietor adduced his evidence-on-affidavit (in chief)

as PW1 and the evidence-on-affidavit (in chief) of his employee Dindayal sharma

as PW2 and they were cross-examined by the defendant side and discharged'

The plaintiff side also marked and exhibited the copy of receipt of RTGS dated-

13.06.2011 as Ext.1.

Ll. The defendant also adduced his evidence-on-affidavit (in chief) as DWl

and the evidence-on-affidavit (in chief) of his employee Rameswar Rai as DW2

and they were cross-examined by the plaintiff side and discharged' The

defendant side also marked and exhibited the Bill No.IMSA/O7 dated 01.05.2011

as Ext.A and the signature of DW1 therein as E)a.A(i); the Bill No.IMSA/08 dated

01.05.2011 as Ext.B and the signature of DW1 therein as Ext.B; Bill No.IMSA/09

dated 01.05.2011 as Ext.C and the signature of DW1 therein as Ext.C(i); the

carbon copy of challan No.04/11-12 dated 08.04.2011 as Ext.D and the signature

of DWI as Ext.D(i) and the signature of plaintiff employee as Ext'D(ii); the

carbon copy of challan No.07/11-12 dated 19.04.2011 as Ext.E and the signature

of DWl therein as Ext.E(i) and the signature of the employee of plaintiff as

Ext.E(ii); the carbon copy of challan No.10/11-12 dated 30.04.2011 as Ext.F and

the signature of DWl therein as Ext.F(i) and the signature of the employee of

plaintiff as Ext.F(ii).

Arguments advanced bv both the sides:-

18. The learned counsel for the plaintiff argued by highlighting the following

points - that the instant suit is only a Money suit and not a business

transactions; that in these type of cases i.e', Civil Suit pre-ponderance of

probability is the bench mark for evaluating the evidence of the parties; that

there may be non entry in the book of accounts of the plaintiff but since
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Monev Suit No.13 of 2014

monetary transactions has been admitted by the defendant side so the plaintiff

could prove his case; that Section 34 of the Indian Evidence Act and Order VII

Rule 17 are not applicable; that relationship between the parties not denied by

the defendant side; that RTGS payment not denied by the defendant side; that

the defendant's specific pleas are not proved; that the documents of the

defendants are all manufactured; that the documents of the defendants i.e,, bills

are not acceptable as there is not registration number as well as TIN under the

VAT law ( prevalent at that time) as well as Section 56(6) of the Assam Value

Added Tax Act, 2003 hits the bills/documents of the defendant; there is no proof

of delivery of material by the defendant to the plaintiff; that the DW2 is not

reliable as he is an employee of the defendant. The plaintiff side learned counsel

then submitted the relevant page of Section 56 of the Assam Value Added Tax

Act, 2003 and also submitted one Judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court being

Dr. N.G. Dastane -Vs- Mrs. S. Dastane I repofted in (1975) 2 SCC 326J

in support of his case.

19. The defendant learned counsel on the otherhand during argument

highlighted the following points- that the plaintiff only filed RTGS details and no

any other documents like, Book of Accounts, Cash Book, Journal Book, Ledger

Book to prove his case; that the story of the plaintiff not believeable about

extending the loan to the defendant; that the plaintiff as PWl admitted during

cross-examination being a rich person having a huge income but neither Income

Tax Return nor Audit repoft or any other documents could be produced or

brought on record by the plaintiff to prove that the alleged loan was given to the

defendant; that under Order VII Rule 17 of CPC and Section 34, the Book of

Accounts of the plaintiff (as required) not brought on record; that PW2 an

employee/Accountant of the plaintiff admits entry in Cash Book payment made

through RTGS.

Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:-

20. Now, considering the arguments forwarded by both sides and having

perused the case record and on hearing them and in light of the argument

forwarded by them, my discussions and decision on each issues framed with

reasons thereof are as follows:-

(Contd...)
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Issue No.I:-

2L. Now, as regard the issue as to whether the instant suit is maintainable in

its present form is concerned, though the defendant side took such plea of non-

maintainability but the same was taken only as a general plea. However, there is

also nothing on record to show that the instant suit is not maintainable in its

present form. Hence, the instant Issue is decided in affirmative in favour of the

plaintiff.

Issuc NO.II, III & IV:.

22. Now, all the said three issues being inter-related and relevant to each

other and for the sake of brevity are taken up together for avoiding repetition

and better appreciation of the evidence on record.

23. Now, in the instant case in hand, the plaintiff through his evidence as well

as by means of Ext.1, RTGS payment receipt issued from the SBI, 1-insukia could

prove the fact that an amount of Rs.2,40,000/- was transferred on 13.06'2011 to

the Bank Account of the defendant. However, the said fact about receiving the

said amount of money from the plaintiff through RTGS is also not denied by the

defendant, rather he has in his written statement and during entire course of trial

admitted the said fact.

24, Now, that being so, it is found that the defendant admits receiving

Rs.2,40,000/- from the plaintiff by means of RTGS in his Bank Account but the

bone of contention and the issue is as to whether the plaintiff transferred the said

amount of money as loan in the bank account of the defendant and whether the

defendant took the said amount of money as financial assistance/loan from the

plaintiff agreeing to pay compound interest @ 24o/o p'a. on monthly rests or

whether the said amount was paid by the plaintiff against purchase of some

items from the firm of the defendant.

25. Now, the PWl during his cross-examination admits that he is not aware

about the type of business of the defendant; that he has an annual turn over of

Rs.70 corers; that he regularly engage persons to audit his accounts; he also

maintain books of accounts; that the amount claimed in the suit should be

debited in his Cash Book; that only payments made in cash are shown in the
(Contd...)
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cash Book and the other payments are shown in the Journal Book; that he has

not filed a copy of said Journal Book in this suiU that the amount due is also

shown in the Ledger Book but the copy of the same has not been filed in the

suit; he has not issued Notice or letter to defendant asking him to make the

payment.

26. PW2, the employee/accountant of the plaintiff and who is working under

him for last 13-14 years stated during his cross-examination that he maintains

Cash Book and the Ledger Book is maintained by another person; that same

entry which is made in the cash Book against a party is also made in the Ledger

Book against the said pafi; that in the Ledger Book a specific account is

maintained against the particular party; that the Cash Book and the Ledger Book

may be submitted in the suit; that entry in the cash Book is made in respect of

any payment or receipt by way of Cash, Draft, RTGS, etc'; any payment

receivable from any pafi against loan is also shown in the Balance-Sheet'

27. Now, as argued by the plaintiff side, it is true that pre-ponderance of

probability is the bench mark for appreciation of evidence in any civil suit. Also,

the Judgment referred by the plaintiff side i.e., (1975) 2 SCC 326, wherein the

Hon'ble supreme court has held in Paragraph No.24 is as follows:-

,,24. The normal rule which governs civit proceedings is that a fad can be said

to be established if it is proved by a preponderane of prcbabilities, This is for

the reason that under the Evidence Act, section 3, a fact is said to be prcved

when the ouft either believes it to exist or considerc iB existence so probable

that a prudent man ought, under the circumstances of the pafticular ca*, to

act upon the supposition that it exis&, The belief regarding the existence of a

fact may thus be founded on a balance of probabilities, A prudent man faed

with conflicting prcbabilities concerning a fact'situation will act on the

supposition that the fact exisg if on weighing the various probabilities he finds

that the prcponderance is in favour of the existence of the particular fact, As a

prudent may so the court applies this test for finding whether a fact in issue

an be said to be proved, The first step in this proes is to fix the prcbabilities,

the second to weigh them, though the two may often intermingle, The

impossible is weeded out at the firct staget the improbable at the second'

Within the wide range of probabilities the court has ofren a difficult choice to

make but it is this choice which uttimately determines where the

prcponderane of probabitities lies, Important issues like tho* which affect the

(Contd...)
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statusofpartiesdemandacloserscrutinythanthoseliketheloanona
prumisotynote:,thenatureandgravityofanissuenecesarilydeterminesthe

manner of attaining teasonable satisfaction of the truth of the issue"l or as said

byLordDenning,,thedegteeofprcbabilitydependsonthesubjedmatter,rn
ptopottion as the ofrence is grave, so ought the proof to be clear'" But whether

the issue is one of cruelty or of a loan on a pronote, the test to apply is whether

onaprePonderanceofprobabilitiestherelevantfactisproved,Incivilcases
this,normallyisthestandardofprooftoaPplyforfindingwhethertheburden
of Proof is dischatged,"

28. However, it is also rule of evidence that the duty is always cast upon the

plaintiff to prove his own case and he can not rely upon merely the defects or

lacunae of the defendant case without proving his own case to win a case' In this

context, the view taken by the Hon',ble supreme court in Rangammal -vs-

Kuppuswami&Another[reponedin(2011)12scc22oJinParagraph

No.21, which is as follows would be relevant to discuss the burden that needs to

be discharged by the plaintiff in the instant suit in hand:-

,,2T,Sectionl0ToftheEvidenceA&TST2defines"burdenofproofwhich

cteailY laYs down that:
,.707,Butdenofptoof-Whoeverdesiresany@utttogivejudgmentas

toanylegatrightorliabititydependentontheexistenceoffacBwhichhe
asset6, must Prove that those fa6 exib'

Whenaperconisboundtoprcvetheexistenceofanyfact,itisgidthat

the burden of ptoof ties on that percon'

Thus, the Evidence Act has clearly laid down that the burden of proving a fact

always lies upon the percon who assetb it. ttntil such burden is discharged' the

otherpaftyisnotrcquiredtobecaltedupontoptovehisase,Thecourthasto
examineastowhethertheperconuponwhomtheburdentieshasb*nableto
discharge his burden, ttntil he arrives at such anclusion, he can not proceed on

the basis of weakness of the other pafi'"

29. Thus, from the aforesaid Judgment of the Hon'ble supreme court, it is

clear that the plaintiff in the instant case has to prove that he extended the said

amount of money as loan to the defendant as the Same is denied by the

defendant but assefted by the plaintiff and thus, the burden is always upon the

plaintiff in the instant suit to prove the said fact and without discharging such

burden by the plaintiff, the court can not proced on the basis of weakness of

the defendant.
(Contd...)
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30. From the evidence of the PW1 and PW2 as discussed above, it is quite

clear that the plaintiff has entries in the Cash Book or Ledger Book or Journal

Book, the details of the said loan alleged to have been extended to the defendant

but it is admittedly not brought on record by the plaintiff side. That being so, the

argument of the learned counsel for the plaintiff about no relevancy of those

documents/books or non-entry thereof seems not acceptable and thus, rejected.

Thus, in such circumstances, when the plaintiff side was in a position to produce

those documents/books to prove the fact that indeed the said amount was

allegedly extended as loan to the defendant as per Section 114(g) of the Indian

Evidence Act, it can be presumed that those evidence (books/documents) which

could be produced by the plaintiff side from their possession but is not produced,

if have been produced, be unfavourable to the plaintiff side, who with holds it.

Fufthermore, the said fact about entries in those books/documents by the

plaintiff side about alleged amount being extended as loan to the defendant is

also concealed by the plaintiff in the plaint tactfully but could not be concealed by

them during cross-examination of PWs including the plaintiff proprietor (PW1)

which also may lead to drawing a presumption U/s. 114(9) of the Indian Evidence

Act, in the manner as discussed above,

31. In addition to above, the story of the plaintiff about having good

relationship with the defendant as pleaded in the plaint is also found from his

evidence-on-affidavit (in chief) changed to good business relationship and thus

contradicting the averments in the plaint and thus, raising a question as to

whether it was merely a business relationship between the parties and if so, the

story of the plaintifl about he being such big businessman allegedly extending

financial help that also to the tune of Rs.2,40,000/- to the defendant without

getting executed any documents by the defendant or keeping any entries in his

books maintained with his firm as a proof of the fact that such a huge amount of

money was extended as financial help/loan to the defendant and the defendant

agreeing to repay it back with interest, also makes the story of the plaintiff

extending the said amount of money as loan to be unbelievable. It is also not the

case of the plaintiff that he does not possess those documents/books (as found

from the testimonies of PWs), rather being in possession of those

documents/books as stated by the PWs and neither narrating the said fact in the
(Contd...)
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pleading or bringing it on record seems also to be a concealment on the part of

the plaintiff.

32. However, apart from above and even if the plaintiff, as found from

discussion made above, could not prove the fact that the said amount of money

was extended/transferred to the account of the defendant as loan, even than the

defendant side through the carbon copies receipts/challans being Ext.D, E and F

could at least raise a doubt regarding the story as narrated by the plaintiff and

instead supports the defendant plea as those challans/receipts are from the

period 08.04.2011 to 30.04.2011 just a few months prior to such RTGS transfer

made by the plaintiff in the account of the defendant i.e., on 13,06.2011. In this

regard, the argument of the plaintiff's learned counsel that the defendant's those

receipts/challans are forged or manufactured and not containing the TIN or hit by

section 56 of the Assam Value Added rax Act, 2003 or the defendant being not

able to reflect the registration number of his shop in those challans/receipts may

be some lacunae on the part of the defendant side for non-compliance but it can

not by itself help the plaintiff in proving his case or lead to rejection of those

documents in toto, which are otherwise proved to some extent through the

testimony of DW1 (defendant).

33. Thus, from the above discussions, observations and conclusion arrived

therein, it can be said that the plaintiff could not be proved the fact that the

defendant approached the plaintiff for loan/financial assistance and accordingly,

the plaintiff transferred the said amount of money to the defendant's bank

account as loan/financial help, rather it is probable that the plaintiff must have

purchased some items from the defendant and must have transferred the said

amount of money as payment towards such purchase. Hence, the issue Nos.II

and III are decided in negative against the plaintiff and issue No,lV is decided in

affirmative against the plaintiff.

IssueNo.V&VI:-
34. Now, considering the discussions and conclusions arrived at, in issue Nos.

II, III and IV in the foregoing paragraphs and since the plaintiff could not prove

those issues, the plaintiff is not entitled to any of the relief(s). Hence, the issue

(Contd...)
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Nos.V & VI is also decided in negative against the plaintiff.

ORDER
35. In the result, upon the discussion made above and considering the

conclusions arrived in each and every issue, the suit is accordingly dismissed.

Now, considering the facts and circumstances in hand, no cost is imposed. The

suit is thus dismissed on contest without cost.

Prepare decree accordingly, within a period of one week.

37. Pronounced by me on this open Court, this 1lth day of March,2019

(Monday) under my hand and seal of this Couft.

Dictated and corrected by me:-

7(+
c.
<;
Ir

,J"#f_f;m,'j?,^r*.. ffii'83'^,^in"sukia

Typed by :-

6X
(Kalyan Dey)
Stenoorapher
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APPENDIX
A, Plaintiff's Witness:-

P.W.1- Sri Sanwarmal Agarwal (proprietor of the plaintiff firm); and

P.W2- Sri Dindayal Sharma(employee/accountant of plaintiffs' firm)
B. Defendant's Witness:-

D.W.1- Sri Iswar Prasad Jalan (Defendant); and

D.W.2- Sri Rameswar Rai (employee of the defendant)

C. Plaintiff's Exhibits:

Ext. No.-1: The copy of Receipt of RTGS dated 13.06.2011;

D. Defendant's Exhibit:-
Ext.A: Bill No.IMSA/07 dated 01.05.2011;

Ext.A(i): the signature of DW1;

Ext.B: Bill No.IMSA/O8 dated 01.05.2011;

Ext.B(i): the signature of DW1;

Ext.C: Bill No.IMSA/O9 dated 01,05.2011;

Ext.C(i): the signature of DW1;

Ext.D: The carbon copy of Challan No.04/11-12 dated

08.04.2011;

Ext.D(i): the signature of DWl;

Ext.D(ii): the signature of the employee of the plaintiff;

Ext.E: The carbon copy of Challan No.07l11-12 dated

19.04.2011;

Ext.E(i): the signature of DW1;

Ext.E(ii): the signature of the employee of the plaintiff;

Ext.F: The carbon copy of Challan No.10/11-12 dated

30.04.2011;

Ext.F(i): the signature of DW1; and

Ext.F(ii): the signature of the employee of the plaintiff;

Dictated and corrected by me:-

,X--d{fli?uPoe
'^'fifitl?xrr qss"M

Civil Judgei. Tinsukia

Typed by :-

0"I
(Kalyan Dey)
Stenoorapher

JUDGE

(t Ety;
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